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D'Amico eyes product tanker orders ITALIAN shipowner d'Amico International Shipping plans to place newbuilding orders this quarter to boost its
fleet as it sees the product tanker market improving, writes Hal Brown. "There are probably going to be more this quarter," said chief executive
Marco Fiori, speaking to Lloyd's List from France. The Milan-listed company ordered six newbuildings last year as part of its ambitious fleet
renewal, ensuring they were new eco-designs to save money on fuel and attract new business from oil companies. After completing its newbuilding
ordering, the company will start selling older ships from its fleet, said Mr Fiori. The chief executive believes he will achieve better prices for his
secondhand ships later in the year because the secondhand market will be buoyed by rising newbuilding prices. "There's no hurry; we don't need the
cash," said Mr Fiori. Although d'Amico has the usual concerns about a rush by other owners to place orders for the new eco ships, it can see the
positives in owners being lured by these vessels. It is good that influential owners such as d'Amico and Scorpio "have the same vision", Mr Fiori
said. An expected rise in tanker scrapping should prevent the global fleet from looking too large, he added. Imminent new orders from the Italian
owner follow its 2012 financial results, which saw the company post a net loss of $io6m, of which $85111 was a writedown on the value of its fleet.
This year, however, has shown improvement for product tankers, and the company sees a stronger market in the coming years, driven by a better
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between the global fleet and the supply of cargoes. Also, more refined oil products coming out of new refineries in the Middle East and Asia will
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